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TOK couplings for flexible mounting are preferably intended for use as a direct connection between aggregates. When it comes to bridging 

large distances between a combustion engine and a driven machine, the TOK coupling can also be equipped with an integral bearing and a drive 

shaft. Alternatively, AC-VSK U-joint couplings are available for such applications; ask for our separate catalogue for technical data.

Designation Symbol Unit Value

Power P [kW]

Max. speed n max [min-1]

Idle speed n idle [min-1]

Torque     nominal T [Nm]

maximum from engine TAN [Nm]

maximum in operation Tmax [Nm]

Inline/V (Angle xx°) R/Vxx° -

Number of cylinders z -

Engine harmonic main order i -

Firing order z1, z2, … zn

Total stroke volume V H [ccm]

Moments of inertia  
(engine + flywheel)

J Mot [kgm2]

Designation Symbol Unit Value

Outer Ø DA [mm]

Hole circle Ø D1 [mm]

Number n1 [mm]

Centering Ø D3 [mm]

Hole Ø D4 [mm]

Mounting length LF [mm]

Hub hole Ø D [mm]

Hub length L1 [mm]

Keyway height H [mm]

Keyway width B [mm]

axial Ka [mm]

radial Kr [mm]

angular Kw [°]

Engine type

Application

Connection dimensions (acc. to above sketch)

*) to be reduced on the drive side for gear ratios

Anticipated shaft displacement

Type of output end

Moments of inertia *) J Output [kgm2]
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